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The thermal instability ofR-fluoroalcohols is generally attributed to a unimolecular 1,2-elimination of HF,
but the barrier to intramolecular HF elimination from CF3OH is predicted to be 45.1( 2 kcal/mol. The
thermochemical parameters of trifluoromethanol were calculated using coupled-cluster theory (CCSD(T))
extrapolated to the complete basis set limit. High barriers of 42.9, 43.1, and 45.0 kcal/mol were predicted for
the unimolecular decompositions of CH2FOH, CHF2OH, and CF3OH, respectively. These barriers are lowered
substantially if cyclic H-bonded dimers of CF3OH with complexation energies of∼5 kcal/mol are involved.
A six-membered ring dimer has an energy barrier of 28.7 kcal/mol and an eight-membered dimer has an
energy barrier of 32.9 kcal/mol. Complexes of CF3OH with HF lead to strong H-bonded dimers, trimers and
tetramers with complexation energies of∼6, 11, and 16 kcal/mol, respectively. The dimer, CH3OH:HF, and
the trimers, CF3OH:2HF and (CH3OH)2:HF, have decomposition energy barriers of 26.7, 20.3, and 22.8 kcal/
mol, respectively. The tetramer (CH3OH:HF)2 gives rise to elimination of two HF molecules with a barrier
of 32.5 kcal/mol. Either CF3OH or HF can act as catalysts for HF-elimination via an H-transfer relay. Because
HF is one of the decomposition products, the decomposition reactions become autocatalytic. If the energies
due to complexation for the CF3OH-HF adducts are not dissipated, the effective barriers to HF elimination
are lowered from∼20 to ∼9 kcal/mol, which reconciles the computational results with the experimentally
observed stabilities.

Introduction

Trifluoromethanol (CF3OH), the simplest perfluorinated
primary alcohol, was first synthesized from CF3OCl by reaction
with HCl by Seppelt in 1977.1,2 However, until the recent
discovery of a more convenient synthesis by Christe and co-
workers,3 it has not been readily accessible for studying its
reaction chemistry because it was difficult to prepare, is unstable,
and undergoes facile HF elimination at room temperature.
Christe’s approach, in fact, takes advantage of this process as
COF2 in anhydrous HF is in equilibrium with CF3OH. Further-
more, CF3OH has been proposed as an intermediate in the
atmospheric degradation of hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), which
are replacements for the chlorofluorocarbons. The trifluo-
romethoxy CF3O• radical can be formed in the atmospheric
oxidation of HFCs.4 This radical has been proposed to abstract
H from organic compounds in the atmosphere leading to the
formation of CF3OH.5 Thus, an important question is as to
whether CF3OH could act as a temporary reservoir for CF3O•

in the atmosphere.6 In addition, it has been found that chemically
activated CF3OH produced by the reaction of O(1D) with HFC’s
is unstable toward dissociation giving CF2O and hydrogen
fluoride.7-10

Francisco11 used quantum chemical approaches to study the
primary and secondary dissociation pathways of CF3OH and
showed that the 1,2-elimination of HF constitutes the thermo-

dynamically and kinetically most favored route. This unimo-
lecular route has a substantial potential energy barrier of 45.1
( 2 kcal/mol (QCISD(T)/6-311G(2df,2p)+ ZPE corrections).11

In a subsequent theoretical study at the MP4/TZ2P level,
Schneider et al.12 reported a slightly smaller energy barrier of
42 ( 3 kcal/mol. At 298 K, this barrier leads to a first-order
rate constant of∼10-17 s-1. Such a rate is too low for this
molecular process to be observed in the atmosphere but could
be consistent with experimental results at elevated tempera-
tures.13

Lovejoy et al.14 observed a large increase in the decomposi-
tion rate of CF3OH in bulk water and in sulfuric acid solution.
Schneider et al.12 in their computational study showed that a
water-mediated process, where the water molecule serves as a
hydrogen shuttle between oxygen and fluorine within a six-
member cyclic transition structure, led to a reduction in the
energy barrier to about 17 kcal/mol with respect to the separated
system CF3OH + H2O. The large catalytic effect of compounds
such as HF and H2O involving a cyclic transition state (TS)
with concerted H-transfer has been well documented.15,16

Doering et al.17 predicted on the basis of HF/6-311++G-
(2d,2p) calculations that CF3OH forms hydrogen-bonded dimers
and trimers. In particular, a dimer is formed by involving the
OH group of one monomer with the FCOH skeleton of the other,
giving rise to a six-member cyclic complex. Although the
resulting dimerization energy of∼3 kcal/mol is relatively small
(stabilizing the dimer), the dimer constitutes a potential pre-
association complex for a HF-elimination. This leads to the
possibility that in a water-free medium, CF3OH could undergo
decomposition involving dimers. Although the question has been
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raised what effect complex formation could have on the removal
of CF3OH in the atmosphere,18 as far as we are aware, no studies
of such processes have been reported. The fact that Christe et
al.3 found an equilibrium between CF3OH and COF2 plus
anhydrous HF, also suggests a possible active participation of
the existing HF molecules in an autocatalytic process. A
comparable mechanism was earlier proposed for the pyrolysis
of formic acid, in which some of the water molecules produced
by the initial dehydration could serve as catalysts for the
decarboxylation path.19

The thermochemical parameters of CF3OH have been the
subject of some debate.18,20-22 Numerous experimental and
theoretical results have been reported for the bond dissociation
energy (BDE) and standard heat of formation.23-32 Available
results for the BDE(CF3O-H) range from 109( 2.523 to 120
( 324 kcal/mol, with the most recent experimental value being
) 117.5 (+1.9/-1.4)31 kcal/mol as compared to a B3LYP value
of 118.8( 0.5 kcal/mol.32 (The low error estimate at the DFT
level is not justified in terms of the accuracy of the method.)
Results for∆Hf,298(CF3OH) from previous experimental and
theoretical studies range from-213.5 to-220.7 kcal/mol. The
two most recent experimental values for this parameter are
-220.7 ( 3.230 and g-217.2 ( 0.931 kcal/mol. The most
reliable theoretical result to date of-217.7( 2.0 kcal/mol was
evaluated using the G2 method.31 Other basic thermochemical
properties of CF3OH that have determined include its proton
affinity,30 gas phase acidity,33,34 and ionization potential.31

Uncertainties in both the∆Hf and BDE values show that the
heat of formation of the CF3O• radical is also subject to a rather
large range, even though the electronic structure and spectro-
scopic properties of this reactive species have been well
characterized.35-38 The adiabatic electron affinity of CF3O• has
been reported to vary over a wide range from 3.25 to 4.26
eV.39-42

The aim of the present theoretical study is 2-fold. First, we
reinvestigate the basic thermodynamic properties of CF3OH and
relevant derivatives by using high-accuracy electronic structure
computations following an approach developed by our labora-
tory in conjunction with work at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory and Washington State University.43 As an example,
we have theoretically determined the fundamental parameters
for methanol and ethanol derivatives with accuracies of(0.5
kcal/mol for methanol, and(0.8 kcal/mol for ethanol,44 in
excellent agreement with the most recent experimental deter-
minations. We have applied the same computational methodol-
ogy to predict the thermochemical properties of CF3OH. Second,
we have explored the molecular pathways for HF-elimination
from CF3OH and its dimers, without and with the presence of
one and two HF molecules.

Computational Methods

Electronic structure calculations were carried out by using
the Gaussian 03,45 and MOLPRO46 suites of programs. The
enthalpies of formation of CF3OH and each of its derivatives
were determined from the corresponding total atomization
energies (TAE). Geometry parameters of each structure con-
sidered were fully optimized using molecular orbital theory at
the second-order perturbation MP2 level with the correlation-
consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The fully unrestricted formal-
ism (UHF, UMP2) was used for open-shell system calculations
done with Gaussian 03. The single-point electronic energies were
calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ geometries using the
coupled-cluster CCSD(T) formalism47-50 in conjunction with
the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVnZ (n ) D, T, and Q) basis

sets.51 For simplicity, the basis sets are denoted hereafter as
aVnZ. Only the spherical components (5d, 7f, 9g) of the
Cartesian basis functions were used. The open-shell CCSD(T)
calculations for the atoms were carried out at the R/UCCSD-
(T) level. In this approach, a restricted open shell Hartree-
Fock (ROHF) calculation was initially performed and the spin
constraint was relaxed in the coupled cluster calculation.52-54

The CCSD(T) energies were extrapolated to the complete basis
set (CBS) limit energies using the following expression:55

After the valence electronic energy, the largest contribution to
the TAE is the zero-point energy (ZPE). Harmonic vibrational
frequencies of each of the monomeric species were calculated
at the equilibrium geometry using the (U)MP2/aVTZ method.
We obtained an estimate of the anharmonic corrections that are
largest for the O-H and C-H stretches. A scaling factor for
the O-H stretches of 0.9798 was obtained by averaging the
calculated MP2/aVTZ value (3829.8 cm-1) with the experi-
mental value56,57 (3675 cm-1) and dividing by the MP2 value.
For the C-H stretches, we obtained a scale factor of 0.9701 in
a similar way using the experimental values58,59 (2844, 2962,
and 2999 cm-1) for CH3OH. These scale factors were used for
all of molecules, radicals, ions, and transition state structures
derived from the monomeric alcohols.

To evaluate the TAE’s, smaller corrections are also required.
Core-valence correlation corrections (∆ECV) were obtained at
the CCSD(T)/cc-pwCVTZ level of theory.60 Scalar relativistic
corrections (∆ESR), which account for changes in the relativistic
contributions to the total energies of the molecule and the
constituent atoms, were included at the CI-SD (configuration
interaction singles and doubles) level of theory using the cc-
pVTZ basis set.∆ESR is taken as the sum of the mass-velocity
and 1-electron Darwin (MVD) terms in the Breit-Pauli
Hamiltonian.61 Most calculations using available electronic
structure computer codes do not correctly describe the lowest
energy spin multiplet of an atomic state, as spin-orbit in the
atom is usually not included. Instead, the energy is a weighted
average of the available multiplets. The spin-orbit corrections
are 0.085 kcal/mol for C, 0.223 kcal/mol for O, and 0.380 kcal/
mol for F, all of them from the excitation energies of Moore.62

The total atomization energy (ΣD0 or TAE) of a compound
is given by the expression

By combining our computedΣD0 values with the known heats
of formation63 at 0 K for the elements (∆Hf

0(H) ) 51.63 (
0.001 kcal/mol,∆Hf

0(C) ) 169.98( 0.1 kcal/mol,∆Hf
0(O) )

58.99( 0.1 kcal/mol, and∆Hf
0(F) ) 18.47( 0.07 kcal/mol),

we can derive∆Hf
0 values at 0 K for the molecules in the gas

phase. We obtain heats of formation at 298 K by following the
procedures outlined by Curtiss et al.64 All other thermochemical
parameters were derived from the corresponding heats of
formation.

To model the HF-elimination reactions, we first constructed
the unimolecular pathways for the three fluorinated methanols
CHxFyOH, with x + y ) 3. We also considered pathways for
loss of HF from the dimer (CF3OH)2, and in the presence of
one and two HF molecules including CF3OH + HF, CF3OH +
(HF)2, (CF3OH)2 + HF, and (CF3OH)2 + (HF)2.

Geometries of the relevant equilibrium and transition state
structures (TS) were optimized at the MP2 level with both aVDZ
and aVTZ basis sets. Harmonic vibrational frequencies for

E(x) ) ACBS + B exp[-(x - 1)] + C exp[-(x - 1)2] (1)

ΣD0 ) ∆Eelec(CBS)+ ∆EZPE + ∆ECV + ∆ESR + ∆ESO (2)
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monomers and CF3OH-HF were calculated at the MP2/aVTZ
level; frequencies of the larger dimeric systems were, however,
calculated only at the MP2/aVDZ level. For this level, a scaling
factor of 0.9823 for the O-H stretch was obtained as described
above. Relative energies were calculated from coupled-cluster
CCSD(T) energies based upon MP2/aVTZ optimized geometries
and the aVnZ basis sets. For the monomeric systems, CBS
energies were extrapolated as described above. For the dimers,
we calculated the CCSD(T)/aVTZ and MP2/CBS energies. We
estimated the CBS correction to the CCSD(T)/aVTZ values from
the MP2 calculations as

The kinetics for the HF elimination was studied with conven-
tional transition state theory (TST)65,66The thermal rate constant
in the thermodynamic formulation is given by65

and the high-pressure limit pre-exponential factor is thus given
by A ) (kBT/h) exp(∆Sq/R). Note that theEa of the Arrhenius
expression from TST and∆Hq are related byEa ) ∆Hq + RT
for a unimolecular process.

We also used RRKM theory67 to predict the rate constants
using the following expression:

whereσ is the symmetry number. Evaluation of the sum (Nq)
and density (F) of states was carried out using the KHIMERA
program.68 We calculated the tunneling corrections using the
Skodje and Truhlar (ST)69 equations, which include the imagi-
nary frequency, the energy barrier, and the reaction energy.∆Hq,
the zero point corrected barrier height, and∆HR, the reaction
exothermicity, both at 0 K:

this expression is valid forR g â. In the case whereâ g R:

with â ) 1/kBT and R ) 2π/hωi and ωi is the imaginary
frequency at the transition state; when the reaction is exoergic,
∆HR is equal to zero.

Results and Discussion

Total energies of the molecules are given in Table S1 of the
Supporting Information, vibrational modes and unscaled ZPEs
are given in Table S2, and MP2/aVTZ optimized geometries
of all structures considered are listed in Table S3. The
components that are used to predict the total atomization
energies and the TAE (ΣD0) are given in Table 1. The predicted
enthalpies of formation at both 0 and 298 K are summarized in
Table 2. Thermochemical parameters are listed in Table 3 and,
where possible, compared with experiment.

Thermochemical Parameters of Trifluoromethanol and
Derivatives.Several experimental and theoretical investigations
of the heat of formation and bond dissociation energy of CF3OH
have been reported. The available data have been analyzed by

different authors.31,32In particular, Table 1 of ref 31 provides a
detailed chronological order. Batt and Walsh23 used a group
additivity approach and obtained∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -213.5(
1.5 kcal/mol. These authors also studied experimentally the
kinetics of the pyrolysis of the peroxides and derived∆Hf,298-
(CF3O•) ) -157 ( 1.5 kcal/mol and a corresponding BDE-
(CF3O-H) ) 108.9 kcal/mol. Using isodesmic reactions with
Hartree-Fock energies, Sana et al.25 obtained a value of
∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -217.4 kcal/mol. Wallington et al.12,24

carried out kinetic experiments on the reaction of CF3O• with
water, and from the heat of reaction (CF3O + H2O f CF3OH
+ OH) obtained at the MP2/6-311+G(d,p) level, they derived
BDE(CF3O-H) ) 120 ( 3 kcal/mol, clearly larger than that
derived by Batt and Walsh. The Ford group subsequently refined
their calculations by carrying out geometry optimizations at the
second-order perturbation theory MP2/6-31(d,p) level and
single-point electronic energies using the full fourth-order
perturbation level MP4SDTQ/6-311+G(d,p), and they obtained

∆E[CCSD(T)/CBS]) ∆E[CCSD(T)/aVTZ]+
(∆E[MP2/CBS]- ∆E[MP2/aVTZ]) (3)

k∞(TST) )
kBT

h
exp

∆Sq

R
exp

-∆Hq

RT
(4)

kuni ) σ
h[Nq(E - E0)

F(E) ] (5)

Qtunnel,ST(T) ) âπ/R
sin(âπ/R)

- â
R - â

exp[(â - R)(∆Hq - ∆HR)]

(6a)

Qtunnel,ST(T) ) â
â - R

{exp[(â - R)(∆Hq - ∆HR)] - 1} (6b)

TABLE 1: Components for Calculated Atomization
Energies in kcal/mol

molecule CBSa ∆EZPE
b ∆ECV

c ∆ESR
d ∆ESO

e ∑D0(0 K)

CF3OH (1A′) 571.51 -18.15 1.24 -1.37 -1.448 551.78
CF3O• (2A′) 444.85 -10.23 1.03 -1.19 -1.448 433.00
CF3O+ (3A1) 133.69 -9.62 2.12 -0.92 -1.448 123.81
CF3O- (1A1) 549.16 -9.68 1.18 -1.36 -1.448 537.85
CF3OH•+ (2A′′) 268.68 -16.30 0.85 -1.14 -1.448 250.64
CF3OH2

+ (1A′) 411.60 -25.47 1.17 -1.36 -1.448 384.50
HF-CF2OH+ (1A) 416.67 -23.72 1.36 -1.32 -1.448 391.53
CF2OH+-FH (1A′) 422.15 -23.63 1.39 -1.34 -1.448 397.12
CF3 (2A1) 345.49 -7.71 0.89 -0.94 -1.225 336.50
CF2O (1A1) 419.57 -8.80 1.24 -0.97 -1.068 409.98
CF2O•+ (2B2) 119.24 -8.88 0.87 -0.77 -1.068 109.39
CF3OH-ts (1A′) 523.10 -14.74 2.09 -1.29 -1.448 507.71
CHF2OH (1A) 552.28 -23.09 1.22 -1.07 -1.068 528.27
CHF2OH-ts (1A) 505.48 -19.39 2.17 -0.99 -1.068 486.20
CH2FOH (1A′) 529.62 -28.24 2.19 -0.80 -0.688 502.08
CH2FOH-ts (1A′) 480.26 -21.75 1.07 -0.71 -0.688 458.18

a From CCSD(T)/CBS energies extrapolated using eq 1, with aVnZ
basis sets, wheren ) D, T and Q, based on at the MP2/aVTZ optimized
geometries, unless otherwise noted. Total energies are given in Table
S1 (Supporting Information).b Calculated zero-point energies are
reported in Table S2 (Supporting Information). Scaling factors of 0.9798
and 0.9701 were applied on the vibrational modes corresponding to
the O-H and C-H stretchings, respectively.c Core/valence corrections
were obtained with the cc-pwCVTZ basis sets.d The scalar relativistic
correction (MVD) is from CISD/aVTZ calculations.e Atomic spin-
orbit corrections from ref 62.

TABLE 2: CCSD(T)/CBS Heats of Formation at 0 and 298
K (kcal/mol) Compared to Experiment and MP2/aVTZ
Entropies (cal/(mol K))

molecule
∆Hf(0 K)
this work

∆Hf(298 K)
this work

∆Hf(298 K)
exptl S

CF3OH (1A′) -215.8 -217.8 -217.2( 0.9a 69.24
CF3O• (2A′) -148.6 -149.8 -151.8 69.75
CF3O+ (3A1) 160.6 160.0 73.53
CF3O- (1A1) -253.5 -254.7 65.95
CF3OH•+ (2A′′) 85.4 83.8 74.03
CF3OH2

+ (1A′) 3.1 0.4 -6.1( 2.4 71.57
HF-CF2OH+ (1A) -3.9 -5.6 80.12
CF2OH+-FH (1A′) -9.5 -11.4 -19.6 79.33
CF3 (2A1) -111.1 -111.8 63.18
CF2O (1A1) -144.1 -144.8 -149.1 61.87
CF2O•+ (2B2) 156.5 155.8 151.2 63.41
CF2OH+ (1A′) 73.7 72.0 63.73
HF-CFO+ (1A′) 94.5 94.2 73.26
CF3OH-ts (1A′) -171.7 -173.9 68.95
CHF2OH (1A) -159.1 -161.5 65.38
CHF2OH-ts (1A) -117.0 -119.5 65.69
CH2FOH (1A′) -99.8 -102.4 61.37
CH2FOH-ts (1A’) -55.8 -58.5 61.11

a -215.3 kcal/mol at 0 K.
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a value of∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -217.7( 2.0 and 119 kcal/mol
for the BDE.27 Benson20 disagreed with the predicted values
and suggested a value of∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -215 ( 1 and
109 ( 2.5 kcal/mol for the BDE. The latter BDE result was,
however, not supported by other molecular orbital theory
calculations. Dixon and Fernandez26 reported a BDE of 119.4
( 1.5 kcal/mol at the MP2 level with a polarized double-ú basis
set using isodesmic reactions, and Bock et al.28 reported values
up to 121.9 kcal/mol. Using the composite G2 method,
Montgomery et al.29 obtained∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -217.7( 2.0
kcal/mol. Experimentally, Chyall and Squires30 determined the
proton affinity of CF3OH using mass spectrometric techniques,
and derived∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -220.7( 3.2 kcal/mol. Asher
et al.31 carried out photoionization experiments on CF3OH and
related species and derived∆Hf,298(CF3OH) g -217.2( 0.9
kcal/mol. The corresponding lower and upper limits of these
two experimental values overlap. Using isodesmic reactions with
DFT/B3LYP energies, Reints et al.32 obtained BDE(CF3O-H)
) 118.8 ( 0.5 kcal/mol. We note that in the recent NASA
compilation,70 a value of∆Hf,298(CF3OH) ) -218 ( 2 kcal/
mol was selected.

Table 2 lists the heats of formation evaluated from CCSD(T)/
CBS calculations including all corrections. On the basis of our
results recently obtained for methanol and derivatives using the
same methodology,44 we would assign an error of(1.0 kcal/
mol on the CBS-based parameters for CF3OH. We calculate
∆Hf

0(CF3OH) ) -217.8( 1.0 kcal/mol at 298 K (Table 2).
Our value for∆Hf

0(CF3OH) agrees with most previous theoreti-
cal results, in particular with the G2 result.29 It is also close to
the lower limit from the photoionization experiment31 and almost
coincides with the NASA tabulated value.70 The experimental
heat of formation of-220.7( 3.2 kcal/mol30 from the proton
affinity measurements is too negative, but the lower range of
the error bar is in agreement with the calculated values.

The HOMO of CF3OH is of a′′ symmetry (Cs point group)
with bonding overlap between C and O and antibonding overlap
between C and F. Removal of one electron from this molecule
to form the CF3OH•+ radical cation leads to a2A′′ ground state.
In contrast to the methanol radical cation, whose equilibrium
structure corresponds to an eclipsed conformation (HOCH
dihedral angle being zero),44 CF3OH•+ maintains the staggered
conformation of the neutral in its ground state (OHCF dihedral
angle) 180°). The eclipsed conformer (cis-HOCF arrangement)

corresponds to a transition state for internal rotation. The main
structural change upon ionization is the substantial lengthening
of the C-O distance, from 1.347 Å in the neutral to 1.650 Å in
the cation. The C-F distances also change but to a lesser extent,
from 1.32 to 1.34 Å in the neutral to 1.26 to 1.27 Å in the
cation. The presence of F atoms induces a separation of the
charge and radical centers; the CF3OH•+ radical cation can in
fact be regarded as a strong complex between CF3

+ and OH•.
From the calculated value for∆Hf

0(CF3OH•+) (Table 2) we
predict an adiabatic ionization energy at 0K, IEa(CF3OH) )
13.06 eV (Table 3), in excellent agreement with the experimental
value of 13.08( 0.05 eV from a photoionization study.31

CF3OH can be protonated at oxygen or fluorine. Protonation
in HF/SbF5 results exclusively in protonation on oxygen.3 The
O-protonated form, CF3OH2

+, was also generated by Chyall
and Squires30 in their flowing afterglow experiments by the
reaction of CF3I+ with water. Using the enthalpy of the proton
exchange reaction of this cation with CO, these authors
determined a heat of formation∆Hf

0(CF3OH2
+) ) -6.1 ( 2.4

at 298 K and an oxygen proton affinity of PAO(CF3OH) ) 151.1
( 1.7 kcal/mol. We predict∆Hf

0(CF3OH2
+) ) 0.4 ( 0.8 kcal/

mol at 298 K (Table 2) and a corresponding PAO(CF3OH) )
147.5 kcal/mol at 298 K (Table 3). The difference of 3.6 kcal/
mol between our result and that of Chyall and Squires for the
proton affinity is consistent with the difference in the two heats
of formation of CF3OH discussed above and we note that the
experimental error bar is(3.2 kcal/mol.

It has been observed that, in the gas phase, F-protonation of
CF3OH is favored over O-protonation.30,71Our calculations are
in agreement with this observation. Protonation at fluorine
breaks a C-F bond, resulting in two low-energy complexes
between HF and CF2OH+ as found previously.30 In the first
complex HF-CF2OH+, the F atom of HF interacts with the
π(CdO) electrons. The second complex CF2OH+-FH involves
an O-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bond with a planar structure and is 6.0
kcal/mol lower in energy than the first complex. For the most
stable complex,∆Hf

0(CF2OH+-FH) ) -11.4( 1.0 kcal/mol
at 298 K. This complex is 11.8 kcal/mol more stable than the
O-protonated form giving PAF(CF3OH) ) 159.3 kcal/mol (value
at 298 K, Table 3).

Relative to the separated cation CF2OH+, the OH stretching
frequency in HF-CF2OH+ is blue-shifted by 26 cm-1, whereas
that in CF2OH+-FH is red-shifted by 795 cm-1 (from 3595 to
2800 cm-1). The large frequency shift is consistent with the
lengthening of the corresponding O-H bond distance in these
strong hydrogen-bonded complexes by 0.043 Å. The complex-
ation energy between HF and CF2OH+ giving CF2OH+-FH is
calculated to be 18.1 kcal/mol, in qualitative agreement with
the experimental value of 14.4( 1.7 kcal/mol obtained by
Chyall and Squires30 from a collision induced dissociation
experiment. They estimated a substantially more negative heat
of formation∆Hf

0(CF2OH+-FH) ) -19.6 kcal/mol, which is
13.5 kcal/mol lower than their measured heat of formation of
CF3OH2

+. This value was not based on a direct determination
of the PA at F, but from a thermochemical cycle using an
experimental value of 14.4( 1.7 kcal/mol for the binding
energy CF2OH+-FH f HF + CF2OH+, together with a value
for PA(CF2O) ) 160.5 kcal/mol and a heat of formation of
CF2O of -145.3 kcal/mol. The PA was based on the value of
159.9 kcal/mol obtained earlier by McMahon and co-workers72

from ICR proton-transfer equilibrium measurements. In a
photoionization study, Asher et al.31 determined a much smaller
value for the lower limit PA(CF2O) g 132.4 (+1.7/-1.2) kcal/
mol. We note that the proton affinity of carbonyl difluoride has

TABLE 3: Calculated Thermochemical Parameters of
Trifluoromethanol and Its Derivatives Compared to
Experimenta

parameter calculated experiment (ref)

IEa(CF3OH), eV 13.06 e13.08( 0.05 (31)
PAO(CF3OH), kcal/mol 147.5 151.1( 1.7 (30)
PAF(CF3OH), kcal/mol 159.3 164.6 (30)
∆Hacid(CF3O-H), kcal/mol 328.8 329.8( 2 (33)
BDE(CF3O-H), kcal/mol 118.8 117.5 (31)
BDE(CF3-OH), kcal/mol 113.5 e115.2( 0.3 (31)
EA(CF3O), eV 4.55 4.70( 0.13 (33)
IEa(CF3O), eV 13.41
BDE(CF3-O), kcal/mol 96.5
BDE(CF2O-F), kcal/mol 23.0 27( 2 (32)
PA(CF3O•), kcal/mol 132.1
PAO(CF2O), kcal/mol 149.0 e132.4+ 1.7/-1.2 (31)

159.9 (72)
PAF(CF2O), kcal/mol 126.7
IEa(CF2O), eV 13.03 13.024 (31)
FA(CF2O) kcal/mol 50.5 49.9 (75)

a ∆Hf(H+) ) 365.2 kcal/mol at 0 K and ∆Hf
0(H+) ) 365.7 kcal/

mol at 298 K.∆Hf(F-) ) -59.96 (0 K) and-59.46 (298 K) kcal/mol.
Reference 63.
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not been well-established yet so we have calculated it using
our approach. The calculated proton affinity at O is 149.0 kcal/
mol at 298 K. This value lies between the two sets of
experimental values. Because it is so different from the ion-
bracketing value, we extensively searched the potential energy
surface and did not find a lower energy structure for the cation.
The proton affinity at F leads to the formation of a complex
between HF and FCO+ with a much lower proton affinity of
126.7 kcal/mol. These results show that new measurements of
the proton affinity of CF2O are required as our value is not
expected to be in error by more than(1 kcal/mol.

The CF3O• radical has been the subject of a number of
spectroscopic and theoretical studies.35,36,37,38,73CF3O• has a2A′
ground state in itsCs equilibrium geometry due to a Jahn-
Teller distortion from the2E (C3V) state. The distortion results
in a closing of an OCF bond angle (from 109.7 to 106.0°) and
an opening of the two others OCF angles (to 111.8°). Opening
one OCF bond angle (to 114.1°) and closing two others (to
108.2°) lead to a 2A′′ structure, which has an imaginary
frequency. The interplay between a small Jahn-Teller distortion
and spin-orbit coupling, giving rise to interesting spin-vibronic
interactions, has been analyzed in detail by Marenich and
Boggs.73 Due to the differences in the reported results for both
the ∆Hf

0 and BDE of CF3OH, the heat of formation of CF3O•

ranges from-149 to-157 kcal/mol.20,32Our CBS calculations
predict∆Hf

0(CF3O•) ) -149.8( 0.5 kcal/mol at 298 K (Table
2). Our value at 298 K differs significantly from the original
estimate of-157 kcal/mol20 but is closer to the more recent
estimates of 149.2( 2 by Schneider and Wallington27 (the
NASA compilation value70) and-150.5 kcal/mol by Reints et
al.32 From our calculated heats of formation, we obtain BDE-
(CF3O-H) ) 118.8 ( 1.0 kcal/mol at 0 K, comparable to
previous theoretical estimates. The combination of the results
for CF3O• and CF3OH•+ allows the oxygen proton affinity to
be predicted as PAO(CF3O•) ) 132.1( 0.5 kcal/mol. Thus the
radical oxygen site is∼15 kcal/mol less basic than that in the
neutral alcohol.

Ionization of CF3O• leads to the CF3O+cation, which has a
triplet ground state (3A1 C3V). Similar to the CF3OH/CF3OH•+

pair, the C-O bond in the cation is essentially broken (2.24 Å)
and the best description of the cation is a complex between
CF3

+ and a ground state O (3P). No stable singlet was located,
consistent with the fact that the singlet state of the atom is 45.3
kcal/mol above the ground state.62 We predict an ionization
energy IEa(CF3O•) ) 13.41 eV, an increase of 0.35 eV with
respect to the IEa(CF3OH).

Attachment of an electron to CF3O• generates the closed shell
CF3O- anion withC3V symmetry (1A1). The anion C-O distance
is significantly shorter (1.220 Å) than in the radical (1.368 Å),
whereas the C-F distances are stretched (1.426 Å in the anion
relative to 1.328 Å in the radical). These compare reasonably
well with the distances determined for CF3O- in a crystal
structure,r(CO) ) 1.227 Å, r(CF) ) 1.390-1.397 Å.74 Our
calculated heats of formation at 0 K (Table 3) give the electron
affinity EA(CF3O•) ) 4.55 eV (104.9 kcal/mol). Huey et al.33

established a limit ofg89.5 kcal/mol on the latter quantity. From
other thermochemical parameters, these authors estimated a
value of EA(CF3O•) ) 108.5( 3.0 kcal/mol (4.70( 0.13 eV).
Their lower bound coincides with our predicted result. Recent
DFT calculations42 predicted EA(CF3O•) ) 4.1 eV, which
appears to be too low. In comparison with the electron affinity
of the methoxy radical, EA(CH3O•) ) 1.58 eV44 the fluorine
ligands markedly increase the ability to accommodate an
additional electron. The structure of this simplest perfluorinated

alkoxide anion has been explained by strong negative fluorine
hypercongugation.74 The high stability of CF3O- is due in part
to the extra resonance structure available to delocalize the
negative charge. The fluoride affinity of CF2O (-∆H for the
reaction of CF2O + F- f CF3O-) is predicted to be 50.5 kcal/
mol at 298 K. This value is in excellent agreement with a
previous estimate of 49.9 kcal/mol at 298 K based on a
combination of experimental and computational values.75,76

There have been some experimental determinations of the
gas phase acidity of CF3OH (see ref 77 for a list of references).
In the latest experiment, Huey et al.33 used an ion-molecule
reaction bracketing technique and obtained∆Hacid(CF3OH) )
329.8( 2.0 kcal/mol. Our calculated value of 328.8 kcal/mol
at 298 K (Table 3) is in good agreement with this value and
also with earlier theoretical results: 328.3 kcal/mol (G2),34 329.2
kcal/mol (G2MP2),34 and 328.9 kcal/mol (B3LYP/6-311++G-
(3df,3pd).78

We also re-evaluated the thermochemical parameters for
CF2O as there have been some issues with these val-
ues.11,27,40,79,80The heat of formation of CF2O is predicted to
be-144.1 kcal/mol at 0 K. We had previously obtained a value
of -145.2( 0.8 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/CBS level without
any additional corrections except the ZPE. The difference
between our current value and the older value is predominantly
due to the neglect of spin-orbit in the atoms as the core-
valence and relativistic corrections approximately cancel. Our
calculated ionization energy IEa(CF2O) ) 13.04 eV is in
excellent agreement with the photoionization result of 13.024
( 0.004 eV.79

Unimolecular HF-Elimination from Fluorinated Metha-
nols.Francisco11 explored the potential energy surface contain-
ing the primary and secondary dissociation pathways of CF3OH
and found that the 1,2-elimination of HF is thermodynamically
and kinetically the most favored route. All other processes
involving HF elimination from secondary species require
energies in excess of∼50 kcal/mol above this route. Therefore
we considered only the unimolecular 1,2-HF loss pathway. For
comparison, the transition state structures for unimolecular HF-
eliminations from the lower homologues, mono- and difluo-
romethanol, were also located. The total atomization energies
and heats of formation of CH2FOH and CHF2OH and their
respective TS’s CH2FOH-ts and CHF2OH-ts were calculated
using the same approach described above and given in Tables
1 and 2.

From the heats of formation and the entropy values in Table
2, we can calculate the thermodynamics for the HF elimination
from the monomer (in kcal/mol),

The reaction has a positive∆H ) 7.7 kcal/mol but a negative
free energy∆G ) -2.5 kcal/mol at 298 K and the production
of the two free particles is the driving force in the reaction.

The heat of formation of monofluoromethanol is predicted
to be∆Hf

0(CH2FOH) ) -99.8 and-102.4 kcal/mol at 0 and
298 K, respectively. For difluoromethanol, we obtain∆Hf

0(CHF2-
OH) ) -159.1 and-161.5 kcal/mol at 0 and 298 K. Our
estimated error limit is(1.0 kcal/mol.44 As far as we are aware,
no experimental values are available for these compounds. By
using∆Hf

0(CH3OH) ) -45.7 kcal/mol at 0 K,44 the changes
in the heat of formation upon CH/CF replacement are-54.1
kcal/mol when going from CH3OH to CH2FOH, -59.3 kcal/
mol from CH2FOH to CHF2OH, and -56.7 kcal/mol from
CHF2OH to CF3OH. Thus the energy effects of the CH/CF
replacement are not quite additive, and the small differences

CF3OH f CF2O + HF (7)
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are indicative of the additional stabilizing effects induced by
geminal-F-atoms. The largest increment for forming the diflu-
orinated derivative is due to the H atom being able to form
intramolecular bonds with two fluorine ligands instead of only
one in CH2FOH. This effect is manifested also by the emergence
of a gaucheform as the equilibrium structure of CHF2OH,
whereas the FCOH-staggered conformer remains the lowest-
lying form in both mono- and trifluorinated methanols. The
H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds in CHF2OH and CF3OH are maximized
in a staggered conformation by involvement of two F-atoms.
In CH2FOH, bothcis and trans conformers are characterized
by one imaginary frequency, corresponding to the TS’s for
internal rotation around the C-O bond. The barriers to rotation
are 2.5 and 4.0 kcal/mol for thecisandtransforms, respectively
(values at MP2/aVTZ+ ZPE). In both CHF2OH and CF3OH,
the eclipsedcis-form is the sole TS for internal rotation, with
energy barriers of 2.9 and 0.6 kcal/mol, respectively. The
rotation barrier decreases with the increasing the number of
F-atoms.

Figure 1 shows the selected MP2/aVTZ optimized parameters
of the equilibrium structure of CF3OH and the corresponding
TS for HF-loss,CF3OH-ts. The Cartesian coordinates of the
minima and associated TS’s of the two product molecules are
given in the Supporting Information. In going from CH2FOH
to CF3OH, the TS geometry is not significantly modified. Each
TS exhibitsCs point group symmetry and a four-member ring.
The C-Fm distance (m stands for migrating) is substantially
stretched from 1.32 Å in the minimum to 1.74 Å in the CF3OH
TS. The O-H bond also lengthens but to a much lesser extent
(∼0.14 Å). With an H-F distance of 1.205 Å, the departing
HF is already partially formed. The C-O distance is shortened
by ∼0.1 Å to 1.258 Å, close to that in CF2O, and the CF2 group
approaches planarity.

The energy barriers for HF-elimination in the three F-
methanols were calculated at the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels with

different basis sets (Table 4). Figure 2 illustrates the energy
profiles for CF3OH obtained at the CCSD(T)/CBS level. The
barrier for a given path tends to increase on improvement of
the correlation treatment or extension of the basis set. Using
the CCSD(T)/CBS values, the barrier height increases slightly
but regularly within the F-methanol series from the mono-
(42.9 kcal/mol) to the di- (43.1 kcal/mol) to the trifluoro
derivative (45.0 kcal/mol). For CF3OH, our barrier of 45.0 kcal/
mol is the same as the value at the G3//B3LYP level,81 very
close to the value of 45.1( 2 kcal/mol obtained at the QCISD-
(T)/6-311G(2df,2p)+ ZPE level,11 and is at the upper limit of
42 ( 3 kcal/mol predicted from MP4/TZ2P+ ZPE calcula-
tions.12 The MP4 result is closer to our MP2 values of 42.2-
42.5 kcal/mol (Table 4). We can also use the results for the
monomeric transition states to see how well our approximation,
given in eq 3 to estimate the barriers for the dimers, will work.
Use of the MP2 method, as shown in eq 3, for estimating the
energy differences needed for the extrapolation of the CCSD-
(T)/aVTZ values to the CBS limit, shows that this will introduce
errors on the order of 0.2 kcal/mol.

The calculated entropies and Gibbs free energies at 298 K
are given in Table 5. The activation entropy is small and
negative,∆Sq ) -0.26 and-0.29 cal/(mol K), in CH2FOH
and CF3OH, respectively, and small but positive∆Sq )
0.31 cal/(mol K) in CHF2OH. These small values are consistent
with a transition state that has approximately the same size of
the degrees of freedom as the reactants.

Bimolecular HF-Elimination from Trifluoromethanol.
Although a variety of H-bonded dimers could be expected from
interactions between the OH and CF groups of two monomers,
only cyclic dimers are relevant as pre-association complexes
leading to loss of HF. We were able to locate two distinct types
of cyclic dimers,dim-6 anddim-8, whose selected MP2/aVTZ
optimized geometries are displayed in Figure 3. The full
Cartesian coordinates are listed in the Supporting Information.

Figure 1. Selected MP2/aVTZ optimized geometry parameters of
CF3OH and the transition state structureCF3OH-ts for unimolecular
HF-elimination. Bond lengths in Å and bond angles in degrees.

TABLE 4: Calculated Energy Barriers (kcal/mol) for
HF-Elimination from Three Fluoromethanols

methoda CH2FOH CHF2OH CF3OH

MP2/aug-cc-pVDZb 40.3 40.1 41.5
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 41.4 41.0 42.3
MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ 41.6 41.2 42.5
MP2/CBSc 41.7 41.3 42.6
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ 41.2 41.8 43.7
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 42.3 42.7 44.5
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ 42.7 42.9 44.8
CCSD(T)/CBSd 42.9 43.1 45.0
CCSD(T)/CBS(est eq 3) 42.7 42.9 44.8

a Based on MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries, unless other-
wise noted. Values given including zero-point corrections derived from
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ where O-H stretches were scaled by a factor of
0.9798 and C-H stretches were scaled by a factor of 0.9701.b Based
on MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries.c Based on MP2 energies
extrapolated at a complete basis set limit; see text.d Based on CCSD(T)
energies extrapolated at a complete basis set limit; see text.

Figure 2. Schematic energy profiles for HF-elimination from the
monomer CF3OH. Values in italic-bold were obtained from the
calculated heats of formation. Relative enthalpies at 0 K were obtained
from CCSD(T)/CBS calculations plus corrections (upper values) and
the estimated CCSD(T)/CBS (eq 3)+ ZPE (lower values).∆G is free
energy of reaction at 298 K. Energies in kcal/mol.

TABLE 5: Activation Enthalpies (kcal/mol), Activation
Entropies (cal/(mol K)), and Activation Free Energies
(kcal/mol) for HF-Elimination from Three Fluoromethanols

∆Hq(298 K)a ∆Sq b ∆Gq(298 K)

CF3OH 44.0 -0.29 44.1
CHF2OH 42.1 0.31 42.0
CH2FOH 43.8 -0.26 43.9

a Based on the calculated heats of formation at 298 K.b From MP2/
aVTZ values.
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dim-6 corresponds to a six-membered cyclic complex involv-
ing a cis-FCOH framework of one monomer with the O-H
bond of another monomer. This dimer was previously studied
by Doering et al. at the HF, MP2, and B3LYP levels with basis
sets ranging from 6-311++G(d,p) to 6-311++G(2d,2p).17

Within the nearly planar six-member ring, two different
hydrogen bonds due to O-H‚‚‚O and C-Fm‚‚‚H interactions
are found. The intermolecular O‚‚‚H distance of 1.963 Å is
longer than that of∼1.90 Å for the O-H‚‚‚O bond in the open-
chain dimer of methanol.17 The Fm‚‚‚H distance of 2.310 Å is
substantially longer than the O-H‚‚‚O distance. The C-O
distance involved in the interactingcis-FmCOH framework
decreases by 0.01 Å (1.336 Å), whereas the other C-O bond
in the dimer increases by a similar amount (1.356 Å), with
respect to that in the monomer (1.347 Å, Figure 1). This suggests
substantial charge reorganization in both monomers.

We investigated a planar structure in which each proton is
H-bonded to two F atoms withC2h symmetry. The MP2/aVDZ
electronic energy of this structure is 1.0 kcal/mol higher with
respect to the lowest energy dimer,dim-8, and 0.6 kcal/mol
higher if the scaled ZPEs are included. However, it has two
imaginary frequencies, 82.8i and 37.2i, both of them showing
distortions fromC2h to Ci symmetry (as that ofdim-8).

We have also located for the first time a second dimer,dim-
8, which is a nearly planar eight-member ring formed by two
FmCOH frameworks havingCi point group symmetry. The
intermolecular Fm‚‚‚H distance of 1.991 Å is substantially
shorter than that indim-6, and the C-Fm, C-O, and O-H bond
distances remain almost unchanged (changes<0.01 Å) with
respect to the FmCOH framework indim-6. Both dimers,dim-6
and dim-8, are calculated to have comparable complexation
energies, with the former more stable by less than 0.3 kcal/mol
at the estimated CCSD(T)/CBS limit. At the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ level, dim-8 is slightly more stable thandim-6.

Figure 4 shows the schematic energy profiles for loss of HF
or two HF from the dimersdim-6 (Figure 4a) anddim-8 (Figure
4b). dim-6 is the pre-association starting point for generating
one HF molecule, and rearrangement ofdim-8 gives rise to
two HF molecules. In a way similar to that described above for
decomposition of the monomer, we can evaluate the thermo-
dynamics for the HF elimination from the dimers (in kcal/mol)
using the estimated CCSD(T)/CBS energies and MP2/aVTZ
entropies and thermal corrections (MP2/aVDZ for the dimers):

At 298 K, ∆H(R8) ) 12.5 kcal/mol, ∆G(R8) ) -5.9
kcal/mol,∆H(R9) ) 20.2 kcal/mol, and∆G(R9) ) -9.5
kcal/mol. Again the reactions have positive enthalpies and
negative free energies. The corresponding TS’s,dim-6ts and
dim-8ts, for these eliminative processes are also shown in Figure
3. TSdim-6ts is compact with a quasi planar six-ring, in which
all of the bonds are either stretched or compressed. The most
important change is the C-Fm bond distance. The distance of
1.185 Å in the departing H-Fm is quite short, and the H remains
strongly bonded to its O. The transferred H-atom between the
two oxygen centers is marginally closer to the accepting atom.
The C-O bond within the six-ring is shortened with substantial
double bond character.dim-6ts is 23.5 kcal/mol above the
separated monomers (CF3OH)2 and 28.7 kcal/mol abovedim-6
(Figure 4a). The barrier height for HF-elimination from the
dimer dim-6 is 16.3 kcal/mol below that for the unimolecular
decomposition of CF3OH (45.0 kcal/mol).

dim-6ts is similar to the TS involved in CF3OH decomposi-
tion assisted by a water molecule. For the H2O assisted process,
Schneider et al.,12 using MP4/TZ2P calculations, reported an
energy barrier of∼17 kcal/mol with respect to the separated
CF3OH + H2O reactants. No pre-association complex was
located by these authors. The reported MP4 value could be
underestimating the true barrier height by a few kcal/mol,
because incorporation of a larger amount of electron correlation
in the wavefunctions tends to increase the barrier height (cf.
Table 6).

dim-8 undergoes decomposition throughdim-8ts yielding
simultaneously two HF molecules. This TS (Figure 3) maintains
Ci symmetry with a nearly planar ring and has a shorter HFm

distance but a longer CFm bond. The C-O distance of 1.245 Å
is longer than that indim-6ts. dim-8ts is calculated to be 28.0
kcal/mol above the monomers, giving an energy barrier of 32.9
kcal/mol for the decompositiondim-8 f dim-8ts (Figure 4b).
Both bimolecular processes are energetically favorable as
compared to the unimolecular process.dim-8ts is 4.5 kcal/mol
higher in energy thandim-6ts, suggesting a preference for the
loss of one-HF from dimeric trifluoromethanol.

HF-Elimination from Trifluoromethanol Catalyzed by
Hydrogen Fluoride. We now consider the catalytic effect of
at least one HF molecule on the HF elimination paths. Table 7
lists the relative energies of the complexes and transition states
obtained at both MP2 and CCSD(T) levels using the aVnZ basis

Figure 3. Selected MP2/aVTZ geometry parameters of two dimers
dim-6 anddim-8 of CF3OH, and the TS’s for HF-eliminationdim-6ts
anddim-8ts. Bond lengths in Å and bond angles in degrees.

(CF3OH)2 (dim-6) f HF + CF2O + CF3OH (8)

(CF3OH)2 (dim-8) f 2HF + 2CF2O (9)

Figure 4. Schematic energy profiles showing the HF-elimination
pathways from dimersdim-6 and dim-8. Relative enthalpies at 0 K
were obtained from estimated CCSD(T)/CBS (eq 3)+ ZPE calculations.
∆G is free energy of reaction at 298 K. Energies in kcal/mol.
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sets. These components were used to evaluate the final CCSD-
(T)/CBS energies based on eq 3.

Figure 5 displays a selection of MP2/aVTZ optimized
geometrical parameters of the corresponding initial complexes
CF3OH-HF andCF3OH-2HF, and TS’sCF3OH-HFts and
CF3OH-2HFts, that include one CF3OH monomer plus one
and two HF molecules, respectively. The Cartesian coordinates
are given in the Supporting Information. To facilitate the
comparison, Figure 6 shows the schematic potential energy
profiles for both reaction paths obtained at the approximate
CCSD(T)/CBS level.

We consider only the closed complexCF3OH-HF, which
is a six-member cycle containing two hydrogen bonds, OH-F
and Fm-HF. Though the OH-FH-Fm framework is nearly
planar (∠HFHFm dihedral angle of 5.7°), the CF2 group is
strongly puckered (∠FmCOH dihedral angle of 54.0°) in such
a way that the alcohol molecule avoids the energetically less
favorable eclipsed conformation. The intermolecular H-F
distance of 1.941 Å is shorter than the H-Fm distance of 2.229
Å, likely due to the stronger inductive effect of the oxygen atom
(Figure 5). CF3OH-HF is more stable than the separated
reactants by 4.2 kcal/mol, slightly larger than the binding energy
of 2.9 kcal/mol for the dimer (HF)2 at the same level.

The geometry ofCF3OH-HFts tends to be more compact
and closer to planarity, with dihedral angles of only∼5-8°.
Except for the C-Fm distance of 1.750 Å, the remaining bonds
are in the range of 1.14-1.24 Å. The three different H-F bond
distances forCF3OH-HFts are 1.165, 1.149, and 1.142 Å,
which are similar to those of 1.136 Å predicted15 in the TS for
the HF trimer (D3h symmetry) at the HF/TZVP level. Each of
the two transferring H-atoms is situated approximately in the
middle of the O‚‚‚F or F‚‚‚F nonbonded interactions. In many
aspects, the shape of this TS is similar to that ofdim-6ts
discussed above, in which the OCF3 group is now replaced by
an F atom. It can also be compared to the TS related to the
(HF)3 trimer.15

The two HF-molecules that are formed as products from the
CF3OH-HFts could be either fully separated from each other
or form an (HF)2 dimer (Figure 6a). Relative to the initial
complex, the energy barrier for the pathCF3OH-HF f
CF3OH-HFts is calculated to be 26.1 kcal/mol (Table 7, Figure
6a). This is a reduction of 2.6 kcal/mol for the barrier height
with respect to that of 28.7 kcal/mol calculated for the
bimolecular pathwaydim-6 f dim-6ts (cf. Figure 4). Again,
the free energy of reaction (∆Gr) becomes negative (Figure 6a).

We now consider the elimination process involving the
participation of two HF-molecules in the supermolecule. This
path is initiated by the pre-association complexCF3OH-2HF

and proceeds through the TSCF3OH-2HFts (Figure 5). In
the eight-member cyclic complexCF3OH-2HF, the four heavy
atoms O-F-F-Fm basically form a plane. The three migrating
H atoms are situated almost in the plane (out-of-plane distortion
of ∼2°), the C(F2) group is again puckered, but to a lesser extent
than in the previous case with the∠FmCOH dihedral angle being
∼38°. This complex contains one O-H-F and two F-H-F
hydrogen bonds and is characterized by much shorter intermo-
lecular H-F distances (∼1.68-1.80 Å) as compared to those
in CF3OH-HF.

The geometric features ofCF3OH-2HF are consistent with
a large complexation energy of 11.6 kcal/mol, relative to the
separated monomers (Figure 6b). Compared with complexation
energies of 2.9 kcal/mol for the dimer (HF)2 and 4.2 kcal/mol
for CF3OH-HF (Figure 6a), the value of 11.6 kcal/mol is more
than the sum of the two values that correspond to the same
number of H-bonds (three). The (HF)3 trimer has a complexation
energy of 10.5 kcal/mol comparable to that ofCF3OH-2HF.

In the TSCF3OH-2HFts, the atoms F-H-F-H-Fm form
a planar framework, from which the other moiety, including
the C atom, is only marginally out-of-plane. Similar toCF3OH-
HFts, only the leaving C-Fm distance is relatively long (1.769
Å), whereas the remaining distances are again in the range
1.13-1.24 Å. Each H-atom is located nearly at the midpoint
between the two connected heavy atoms, and the O-H-F and
F-H-F groups are close to linear. These geometry changes
suggest a relatively low-energy H-transfer leading to HF
elimination.CF3OH-2HFts is calculated to be 8.7 kcal/mol
higher in energy than the separated fragments and 20.3 kcal/
mol higher in energy than the complexCF3OH-2HF. The
calculated free energy of HF elimination depends on the number
of products that are formed. When the (HF)3 trimer is formed,
the free energy∆Gr is no longer negative, but the reaction
enthalpy∆Hr is negative, relative to the reactant fragments. The
results show that the active participation of HF in the reaction
pathway results in a substantial reduction of the energy barrier
for HF-elimination from CF3OH with respect to that of the mon-
omer. The (HF)2 dimer is a better catalyst than the HF monomer.

HF-Elimination from Trifluoromethanol Dimer Catalyzed
by Hydrogen Fluoride. The energy barrier for HF elimination
is reduced in the (CF3OH)2 dimer or by additional catalytic HF.
We thus examined if the combination of both effects, processes
involving two CF3OH plus one and two HF molecules, would
lead to further reductions in the barrier. Figure 7 displays MP2/
aVTZ optimized geometrical parameters of the relevant struc-
tures, and Figure 8 gives the potential energy profiles illustrating
the reaction pathways.

dim-HF is found to be the energetically lowest-lying cyclic
complex formed from interaction of two CF3OH molecules and
one HF molecule. This structure is derived fromdim-6, the most
stable CF3OH dimer with HF inserted into the Fm-H bond. The
resulting trimer retains the existing strong OH-O hydrogen
bond and adds a strong H-FH hydrogen bond. As in the other
complexes, the four O-O-F-F atoms within the eight-member
ring form a plane, from which the H-atoms are marginally
distorted. The C(F2) is substantially out of the plane, character-
ized by a dihedral∠FCOH angle of∼68°. The intermolecular
distances of 1.77-1.82 Å in dim-HF are comparable to those
in CF3OH-2HF. The similarity between both trimers is also
found for the complexation energy, which is 11.8 kcal/mol for
dim-HF relative to three separated monomers.

Starting fromdim-HF , the HF elimination channel passes
through the TSdim-HFts, whose geometric features are similar
to those ofCF3OH-2HFts. The TSdim-HFts contains a nearly

TABLE 6: Energies Related to the HF-Elimination from the
Trifluoromethanol Dimers Calculated at Different Levels of
MO Theorya

method 2(CF3OH) dim-6b dim-6tsb dim-8b dim-8tsb,c

MP2/aVDZc 0.00 -7.0 17.4 -7.5 19.5
MP2/aVTZ 0.00 -5.6 19.3 -5.6 22.9
MP2/aVQZ 0.00 -5.2 20.3 -5.1 24.0
MP2/CBS 0.00 -5.0 20.9 -4.9 24.7
CCSD(T)/aVDZ 0.00 -6.2 20.8 -6.8 23.7
CCSD(T)/aVTZ 0.00 -5.7 21.8 -5.9 26.2
CCSD(T)/CBS(eq 3)d 0.00 -5.2 23.5 -4.9 28.0

a Based on MP2/aVTZ optimized geometries, unless otherwise noted.
b Relative energies with respect to the two separated monomers,
including zero-point corrections. ZPE’s were obtained from MP2/aVDZ
harmonic vibrational frequencies and those corresponding to a O-H
stretching were scaled by a factor of 0.9798.c Based on MP2/aVDZ
optimized geometries.d Estimated by using eq 3.
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planar OOFF ring in which the H atom transfer occurs almost
collinear between the lone pairs of the two connected heavy
atoms. Two HF molecules and one CF3OH molecule are formed
as products.dim-HFts is 22.8 kcal/mol higher in energy than
the trimer, but only 11.0 kcal/mol higher in energy than the
reactant fragments (Figure 8). The energy barrier for HF-
elimination from dim-HF is ∼2.5 kcal/mol larger than the
barrier starting fromCF3OH-2HF. Liedl et al.82 found that
the energy barriers for proton transfer in (HF)x, with x ) 3, 4,
or 5, are lower than those for (H2O)x. CF3OH should be similar
to H2O, so this result is consistent with the fact that HF is a
better catalyst.

Addition of a second HF molecule todim-HF could give
rise to a number of open and cyclic tetrameric complexes. We
selected thedim-2HF structure shown in Figure 7 as a
representative tetramer, which serves as a pre-association point
for HF-elimination. A particular feature ofdim-2HF is the
alternating position between CF3OH and HF entities in which
all the heavy atoms take part in the complex. This structure
can be regarded as a dimer of the (CF3OH-HF) dimer. Another
possible tetramer combines the two dimers (CF3OH)2 and (HF)2,
which leads to a CF3 group outside the cyclic framework as in
dim-HF . The twelve-member cycledim-2HF hasCi point group
symmetry with relatively short intermolecular F-H distances
of ∼1.74 Å. Due to the molecular symmetry, the O-F(HF)-

O-F(HF) framework is strictly planar. The tetramer has a
complexation energy of 16.4 kcal/mol relative to the separated
monomers.

dim-2HFts maintains theCi symmetry with approximately
linear O-H-F and F-H-F moieties. Similar todim-8ts, dim-
2HFts leads to the formation of 2HF from 2CF3OH. dim-2HFts
is calculated to be 16.1 and 32.5 kcal/mol higher in energy than
the separated monomers anddim-2HF, respectively (Figure 8).
This barrier height makes this tetramer route less competitive
as compared to the various dimer and trimer channels discussed
above.

Kinetics of the Decomposition Mechanism.Table 8 lists
the rate constants calculated using TST and RRKM theory; 3-D

TABLE 7: Relative Energies Related to HF-Eliminations from Trifluoromethanol Monomer and Dimers with HF a

separated systemb structurec
MP2/

aVDZd
MP2/
aVTZ

MP2/
aVQZ

MP2/
CBS

CCSD(T)/
aVDZ

CCSD(T)/
aVTZ

CCSD(T)/
CBSe

CF3OH + HF CF3OH-HF (complex)f -5.1 -4.3 -4.1 -3.9 -4.8 -4.5 -4.2
CF3OH-HFts (TS)f 17.9 18.6 19.3 19.7 20.7 20.7 21.9

CF3OH + 2HF CF3OH-2HF (complex) -12.9 -12.0 -11.6 -11.3 -12.8 -12.3 -11.6
CF3OH-2HFts (TS) 4.2 4.2 5.5 6.4 7.2 6.5 8.7

2CF3OH + HF dim-HF(complex) -14.6 -12.6 -11.9 -11.6 -13.4 -12.8 -11.8
dim-HFts (TS) 4.2 5.7 7.3 8.3 7.9 8.4 11.0

2CF3OH + 2HF dim-2HF (complex) -19.7 -17.3 -16.4 -15.9 -19.3 -17.8 -16.4
dim-2HFts (TS) 7.0 9.1 11.1 12.4 11.8 12.8 16.1

a Based on MP2/aVTZ optimized geometries. ZPE’s were obtained from MP2/aVDZ harmonic vibrational frequencies and those corresponding
to an O-H stretch were scaled by a factor of 0.9823, unless otherwise noted.b Relative energies are given with respect to the corresponding
separated system, including zero-point corrections.c Labeling of structures given in Figures 5 and 7.d Based on MP2/aVDZ optimized geometries.
e Estimated by using eq 3.f ZPE’s were obtained from MP2/aVTZ harmonic vibrational frequencies and those corresponding to an O-H stretch
were scaled by a factor of 0.9798.

Figure 5. Selected MP2/aVTZ geometry parameters of the complexes
CF3OH-HF andCF3OH-2HF and the corresponding TS’s for HF-
elimination CF3OH-HFts and CF3OH-2HFts. Bond lengths in Å
and bond angles in degrees.

Figure 6. Schematic energy profiles for HF elimination from CF3OH
with (a) one HF and (b) two HF molecules. Relative enthalpies at 0 K
were obtained from estimated CCSD(T)/CBS (eq 3)+ ZPE calculations.
∆G is free energy of reaction at 298 K. Energies in kcal/mol.
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plots of the rate coefficients are given in Figure 9. HF-loss in
an isolated CF3OH monomer is predicted to be extremely slow
at room temperature, but becomes substantial at 500 K. For the
decomposition of this monomer (eq 7), we obtain corrected rate
constants ofk∞(298 K) ) 2.20× 10-13 s-1 andk∞(500 K) )

8.57× 10-7 s-1, showing that this reaction is very slow. For
the mono-HF elimination from a dimer (dim-6, eq 8), TST
predictsk∞(298 K) ) 9.10× 10-9 s-1 andk∞(500 K) ) 5.52×
10-2 s-1, including tunneling corrections. Treating this reaction
as a bimolecular process with two CF3OH reactant molecules,
we obtain a TST rate constant ofk∞(298 K) ) 1.29× 101 cm3/
(mol s) andk∞(500 K) ) 6.67 × 103 cm3/(mol s). Thus, this
reaction will be much faster than reaction 7. In the case of the
di-HF elimination fromdim-8 (eq 9), the TST rate constant
expression isk∞(298 K)) 7.22× 10-13 s-1 including tunneling
corrections, which is very slow.

We calculated the rate constants for reactions where HF is
used as autocatalyst:

For reaction 10 we obtained from bimolecular TSTk∞(298 K)
) 1.20× 101 cm3/(mol s), including tunneling (QST ) 1.10×
102). If the tunneling is calculated for the CF2O + (HF)2
products we obtained a slightly larger value forQST ) 1.80×
102, and a larger rate constant ofk∞(298 K) ) 1.96× 101 cm3/
(mol s). If we take the complexCF3OH-HF as the reactant
for reaction 10, we obtain the unimolecular TST rate constant
expression including tunneling ofk∞(298 K) ) 7.57 × 10-6

s-1 for the separated products andk∞(298 K) ) 1.22 × 10-5

s-1 with HF dimer as a product (see Table 8). Thus the reaction
starting from separated reactants would be expected to be quite
fast but if the complex is formed, it is much slower. Reaction
11 as a bimolecular reaction has a TST rate constant ofk∞(298
K) ) 1.79× 106 cm3/(mol s), including a tunneling correction
of QST ) 8.54. In the case of the complex,CF3OH-2HF, the
TST rate constant isk∞(298 K) ) 1.56 × 10-2 s-1 including
tunneling. Thus, even if the complex is formed, the reaction
will still be quite fast. For reaction 12, the bimolecular reaction
(CF3OH)2 as a reactant (dim-6), we obtain the TST rate constant
of k∞(298 K) ) 1.54 × 10-1 cm3/(mol s) with tunneling and
separated reactants and with the HF dimer as a product,
k∞(298 K) ) 2.70× 10-1 cm3/(mol s). For reaction 12 starting
from thedim-HF complex, we calculate the unimolecular TST
rate constant ofk∞(298 K) ) 1.69 × 10-4 s-1 if separated
products are considered for the tunneling calculation, and
k∞(298 K) ) 2.13× 10-4 s-1 if the HF dimer is considered for
the tunneling (see Table 8). In all of these processes (eqs 7-12),
the values found by RRKM for the rate constants at 298 K are
the same at 1 and 11 atm; therefore, the limit of high pressure
is already reached at 1 atm. The rate constants show that
reactions 8 and 10-12 are all potential paths for CF3OH
decomposition with reaction 11 being the most likely. If we
use the RRKM rate constant at 298 K,k(298 K) ) 1.76× 10-2

s-1 for reaction 11, we calculate the half-life for CF3OH in the
gas phase as less than 1 min (39 s) when CF3OH or HF are
present at reasonable pressures.

Electronic Mechanism of the Decomposition.Each of the
TS’sdim-6ts, CF3OH-HFts, CF3OH-2HFts, dim-HFts, and
dim-HFts, has the character of a catalytic process. By donating
an H-atom to form HF and receiving another H-atom back, the
second CF3OH monomer and/or HF-molecules remain intact
(with different H atoms) and act as a bifunctional acid-base
catalyst facilitating H-transfer.dim-8ts is a concerted elimination
in which HF formation is accelerated by passing through a cyclic
TS. The F atom of one monomer receives the H atom of the

Figure 7. Selected MP2/aVTZ geometry parameters of the complexes
involving two CF3OH molecules with HF,dim-HF anddim-2HF, and
the TS’s for HF-elimination,dim-HFts anddim-2HFts. Bond lengths
in Å and bond angles in degrees.

Figure 8. Schematic energy profiles for HF elimination from two
CF3OH molecules with (a) one HF and (b) two HF molecules. Relative
enthalpies at 0 K were obtained from estimated CCSD(T)/CBS (eq 3)
+ ZPE calculations.∆G is free energy of reaction at 298 K. Energies
in kcal/mol.

CF3OH + HF f CF2O + 2HF (10)

CF3OH + (HF)2 f CF2O + 3HF (11)

(CF3OH)2 + HF f CF3OH + CF2O + 2HF (12)
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TABLE 8: Rate Constants k(T) Obtained by TST and RRKM Theory at Different Temperatures (in Kelvin) Including Tunneling Corrections ( QST)a

reaction T QST(T) TST RRKM

CF3OH f CF3OH-ts f CF2O + HF k∞(T) ) 7.94× 1011T0.45 exp(-45.2/RT) s-1 k(T,p) ) 2.00× 1011p0.42 exp(-44.8/RT) s-1

298.15 3.46× 107 2.20× 10-13 2.06× 10-13

500 4.22 8.57× 10-7 7.93× 10-7

2CF3OH f dim-6ts f CF3OH + CF2O + HF k(T) ) 2.25T3.17 exp(-12.5/RT) cm3/(mol s)
298.15 1.10× 102 1.29× 101

500 2.28 6.67× 103

dim-6 f dim-6ts f CF3OH + CF2O + HF k∞(T) ) 1.58× 1010T0.18 exp(-28.2/RT) s-1 k(T,p) ) 8.71× 109p0.21 exp(-28.0/RT) s-1

298.15 1.10× 102 1.06× 10-8 1.29× 10-8

500 2.28 5.52× 10-2 6.36× 10-2

dim-8 f dim-8ts f 2 CF2O + 2HF k∞(T) ) 2.51× 1010T0.37 exp(-32.9/RT) s-1 k(T,p) ) 5.01× 1010p0.19 exp(-33.0/RT) s-1

298.15 5.15 7.26× 10-13 7.20× 10-13

500 1.56 1.51× 10-3 1.49× 10-3

CF3OH + HF f CF3OH-HFts f CF2O + 2HF k(T) ) 2.14× 104T2.04 exp(-14.2/RT) cm3/(mol s)
298.15 1.10× 102 1.20× 101

500 2.35 1.11× 104

CF3OH-HF f CF3OH-HFts f CF2O + 2HF k∞(T) ) 5.01× 1011T-0.21 exp(-25.5/RT) s-1 k(T,p) ) 5.88× 109p0.32 exp(-24.9/RT) s-1

298.15 2.19× 102 7.57× 10-6 8.73× 10-6

500 2.35 2.56 2.85
CF3OH + (HF)2 f CF3OH-2HFts f CF2O + 3HF k(T) ) 5.49× 108T2.15 exp(-2.41/RT) cm3/(mol s)

298.15 8.54 1.79× 106

500 1.91 5.74× 106

CF3OH-2HF f CF3OH-2HFts f CF2O + 3HF k∞(T) ) 1.26× 1012T-0.32 exp(-19.8/RT) s-1 k(T,p) ) 3.47× 109p0.37 exp(-19.0/RT) s-1

298.15 2.28× 101 1.56× 10-2 1.76× 10-2

500 1.96 8.30× 102 9.16× 102

dim-6 + HF f dim-HFts f CF3OH + CF2O + 2HF k(T) ) 7.08× 102T2.01 exp(-13.1/RT) cm3/(mol s)
298.15 8.37 1.54× 10-1

500 1.96 7.24× 102

dim-HF f dim-HFts f CF3OH + CF2O + 2HF k∞(T) ) 6.31× 1010T0.019exp(-22.2/RT) s-1 k(T, p) ) 5.37× 109p0.26 exp(-21.7/RT) s-1

298.15 3.98× 101 1.69× 10-4 1.94× 10-4

500 2.05 3.28× 101 3.66× 101

a RRKM results are at 1 atm ofp. The rate constants at 298.15 and 500 K include the tunneling correction.
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other monomer. Because both CF3OH molecules eliminate HF,
the process viadim-8ts does not have formal catalytic character
just as found for (HF)3.15

To gain additional insight into the electronic reorganization
accompanying loss of HF, we analyzed the topology of the
electronic densities of the TS’s using the atoms-in-molecules
(AIM) 83 and the electron localization function (ELF)84 ap-
proaches.85 According to the AIM analysis, a bond critical point

(BCP) is characterized by having a minimum value in the
electron density along the maximum electron density path
connecting two nuclei and is a maximum in all other directions.
The appearance of a BCP usually indicates the existence of a
chemical bond. The ELF analysis is widely used as a graphical
description of the molecular electronic space, which is parti-
tioned into volumes called basins. The ELF value of a basin is
always in the range of [0:1], and the higher the ELF value, the

Figure 9. 3-D plots of the rate coefficientsk using the RRKM method with N2 as the bath gas in the temperature range (T) from 200 to 2000 K
and pressure range (p) from 0.1 to 8360 Torr. Tunneling corrections are not included. (a) HF elimination from CF3OH. (b) HF elimination from
dim-6. (c) 2 HF elimination from CF3OH with HF as autocatalyst. (d) 3 HF elimination from CF3OH with HF as autocatalyst. (e) 2 HF Elimination
from CF3OH dimer with HF as autocatalyst.
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more localized the density. In the present work, both AIM and
ELF calculations were performed using HF/aug-cc-pVTZ wave-
functions to generate the electron densities; NBO atomic charges
were also calculated at the same level.

The graphical representation of ELF provides a qualitative
picture of the type of bonds in a molecule and the regions of
space where electron pairs are predicted to be. Moreover, the
integrated electron density, the average electron population of
basin, provides more quantitative information about chemical
bonds. The results show that all the of TS’s exhibit similar
electronic distribution. Figure 10 displays the molecular graphs,
atomic charges and bond indices, and the isosurface of ELF)
0.81 (high localization) of the bimolecular TSdim-6ts and
trimolecular TSCF3OH-2HFts as examples. The electron
population of each basin (the integrated electron density over
the basin) is also included in the images. In the ELF isosurfaces,
we labeled only basins related to the character of the corre-
sponding TS. Fordim-6ts, the network of BCP’s and associated
bond orders shown in Figure 10 suggests that within the six-

ring, all bonds are partially broken or partially formed. The
departing HFm group is defined by a BCP, and a bond order of
0.29. The C and H-atoms are positively charged whereas the
Fm and O atoms are negatively charged. Each H atom connects
two highly electronegative atoms and induces strongly polarized
bonds toward opposite directions. The transferred H-atoms can
be regarded as protons between O and Fm and between O centers
that behave as protonation sites. Thus, the cyclic motion within
the six-member ring involves two protonations leading to the
formation of two new chemical bonds.

The ELF populations displayed in Figure 10 indicate the
existence of 10 core basins [V(C1), V(C2), V(O1), V(O2), and
6 V(F)] with slightly more than 2 electrons per basin. Each
F-atom (except for Fm) has∼6.5 electrons, corresponding to 3
electron pairs coming from three large-volume monosynaptic
basins. The O1 atom possesses two large monosynaptic basins
with ∼4.5 electron and two valence basins V(C1,O1), (O1,H1)
with average populations of 2.02 and 1.28 electron, respectively.
The electron population of 1.28 in the O1-H1 basin suggests
that the O1-H1 bond is nearly half broken. O2 possesses only
one monosynaptic basin (2.52 electron) and three disynaptic
valence basins V(O2,H1), V(O2,H2), and V(O2,C2). One lone
pair of this oxygen atom is forming a new dative bond with the
H atom of the second CF3OH molecule to create valence basin
V(O2,H1). The simultaneous existence of V(O2,H1), V(O2,H2)
with high populations of 1.68 and 1.73 electron, respectively,
shows the strong attraction of oxygen for protons. The migrating
fluorine Fm atom bears two valence basins V(C1,H+Fm) and
V(Fm,H2) with average populations of 0.68 and 1.20 electron,
respectively. The smaller V(C1,Fm) population and the relatively
higher V(Fm,H2) populations show that the C1-Fm bond is half
broken and that Fm-H2 bond formation is well advanced. Each
H atom possesses a small monosynaptic basin corresponding
to a small population (0.21-0.23 electron).

For CF3OH-2HFts, the BCP network in Figure 10 is also
consistent with simultaneous bond forming and breaking. Except
for C, all heavy atoms are negatively charged, and the positive
net charges of the migrating H-atoms are substantial. This
confirms the simple model that in such cyclic reorganizations,
the protons are transferred between the O/F lone pairs. Except
for the CO bond, the forming/breaking bonds have a bond order
of ∼0.3, remarkably similar to those ofdim-6ts.

Concluding Remarks

We have used high accuracy electronic structure methods to
calculate a consistent set of basic thermochemical parameters,
including the standard heats of formation, for trifluoromethanol
and its derivatives. These calculated results are expected to have
an accuracy of(1.0 kcal/mol. From the calculated potential
energy surfaces for elimination of hydrogen fluoride from
trifluoromethanol in different reactant systems, we found that
either a reactant CF3OH or a product HF molecule present in
the reaction medium can act as an acid-base bifunctional
catalyst. However, these molecules exert the strongest catalytic
effect within a trimeric system, involving either (HF)2 or the
(CF3OH-HF) dimer in an eight-center chemical reaction. The
H-transfer relay occurs within a compact and nearly planar eight-
member cycle, and (HF)2 appears to be a better autocatalyst.
Although an energy barrier of∼20 kcal/mol with respect to
the pre-association complex is present, the barrier with respect
to reactants is only∼9 kcal/mol. The rate constants show that
reactions 8 and 10-12 are all potential paths for CF3OH
decomposition with reaction 18 being the most likely. If we
use the RRKM rate constant at 298 K,k(298 K) ) 1.76× 10-2

Figure 10. Molecular graphs ofdim-6ts and CF3OH-2HFts, and
the ELF isosurface (ELF) 0.82 au) ofdim-6ts were constructed from
HF/aug-cc-pVTZ wave functions. Black sphere represents C atom, red
sphere O, yellow sphere F, gray sphere H, red point bond critical point,
and yellow point ring critical point. NBO charges and Wiberg bond
indices (given in parentheses) were obtained at the same level.
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s-1 for reaction 11, we calculate the half-life for CF3OH in the
gas phase as less than 1 min when significant amounts of CF3OH
or HF are present at room temperature.
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